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CT14

 Included only early LHC 
data

 Used the HERA Run 1 
combined data

 Had a more flexible 
parametrization for gluon, 
d/u at large-x, both d/u and 
dbar/ubar at small-x; 28 
eigenvectors comparing to 
25 for CT10

 In CT17, the HERA Run 
1+2 combined data is being 
used

 …and a variety of 7 and 8 
and 13TeV LHC data from 
ATLAS, CMS, LHCb



Some recent papers related to CT14

CT14 QEDinc PDFs: 1509.02905

constraints on photon PDFs; similar results 

as LUXqed, but somewhat larger 

uncertainties

CT14MC PDFs: 1607.06066

generation of Monte Carlo replicas

CT14 HERA2 PDFs: 1609.07968

effect of combined Run 1+2 data

CT14 IC: 1707.00657

effects of intrinsic/fitted charm



Complementarity of Hessian and  Monte-Carlo techniques 

 While MC sampling is better suited for parallelization, the majority 

of MC replicas have high c2

 The volume of a ball with radius Dc2=1 vanishes when Npar>20. 

 Most replicas have at least one parameter far off from the best fit. 

Most replicas have Dc2>100-1000. Only the mean and std dev are 

close to the true best fit and 68% CL [Hou et al.,1607.06066]
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Complementarity of Hessian and Monte-Carlo techniques

 The fastest descent method probes the immediate vicinity of the 

best fit Dc2=0. The CT14 Hessian eigenvector sets provide a 

compact representation for the Dc2=100 confidence region, with all 

Hessian sets satisfying Dc2<100. 

 A Lagrange Multiplier scan of c2(X) vs X provides a direct estimate 

of the PDF uncertainty on X. The 68% LM uncertainty can be 

asymmetric and different from the MC standard deviation. 

[Hou et al., arXiv:1607.06066] 

Having access directly 

into the Dc2<100 region

means that the 

Hessian/LM 

uncertainties may 

sometimes be more 

accurate than the

MC ones.



Complementarity of Hessian and Monte-Carlo techniques

A number of efficient techniques are derived from or 

are closely associated with the Hessian method

• Effective Gaussian variables Sn conveniently 

quantify agreement between experiments 

[1007.2241, 1302.6246, 1309.0025]

• Principal Component Analysis and META-

PDFs compress a PDF eigenvector ensemble 

with up to 150 parameters into a small 

Hessian ensemble with as little as 8-30 

parameters [1401.0013]

• Data set diagonalization constructs a few 

Hessian PDF eigenvector sets for a specific 

class of QCD variables [Pumplin, 0904.2425, 

0909.0268]

• ePump is a new Hessian re-weighting  

technique being used by CT that uses the 

data for a particular cross section and the the 

theory estimates for the Hessian eigenvector 

set  to arrive at an updated central fit and 

eigenvector set

[META method]

Sn in

the 

CT10

fit



…a few words about charm

 Can you fit charm with the same 

freedom as up, down, gluon, etc?

 Suffers from lack of data to constrain 

it (similar to the photon case)

EMC data potentially sensitive 

but lack the kind of correlated 

error information present in 

modern-day experiments

 Partial non-universality of fitted 

charm, i.e. fitted charm determined 

from one process may not be valid for 

another [1707.00657]

 Impact for any charm-related cross 

section but potentially also for cross 

sections like Higgs ggF (see later)

 CTEQ PDF fits have traditionally 

found a modest improvement in c2 by 

inclusion of intrinsic charm, either 

using the Brodsky et al model, or to a 

lesser extent a sea-quark like model

arxiv:1707.00657



Results for intrinsic charm models

SEA2 and

BHPS2 

disfavored 

by c2



Impact of IC on gg PDF luminosity

SEA2, BHPS2 disfavored by c2



2017-08-31, Pavel 

Nadolsky
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Sources of 

differences

CT14 IC NNPDF3.x

as order NNLO only NLO, NNLO

Settings Asymmetric 90% c.l. from 

Lagrange multiplier scan;

Qo=mc
pole=1.3 GeV

Symmetric. 68% c.l. from 

Monte-Carlo sampling, 

Qo=mc
pole=1.51 GeV

LHC 8 TeV Under validation; mild tension 

with HERA DIS data

Included; strong effect 

despite a smallish data 

sample

1983 EMC F2
c data

included?

Only as a cross check

(unknown syst. effects in EMC 

data)

Optional, strong effect on 

the PDF error

[arXiv:1707.00065]



Further investigations

no discrimination

in LHC data so far,

nor in Tevatron; g

+charm at 8 TeV

comes closest

NLO
Sherpa: parton showers 

dilute impact of intrinsic

charm



CT17p: preliminary PDFs with new LHC data

 Combined HERA1+2 DIS

 LHCb 7 TeV W,Z muon rapidity

 LHCb 8 TeV Z rapidity

 LHCb 13 TeV Z rapidity

 ATLAS 7 TeV inclusive jet

 CMS 7 TeV inclusive jet (extended 

y range)

 ATLAS 8 TeV Z pT distribution

as function of mass (rapidity)

 CMS Z pT and rapidity distributions

 CMS 8 TeV W muon asymmetry 

 ATLAS 7,8 TeV W/Z rapidity 

distribution

 CMS 7,8 TeV tT differential

 ATLAS 7,8 TeV tT differential

 ATLAS 8 TeV W pT (TBI)

 ATLAS 8 TeV inclusive photon 

(TBI)

 fastNLO/applgrid + 

NNLO/NLO K-factors (where 

needed, or fastNNLO) used 

for each data set

 Impact of new data sets first 

explored with ePump

 Tensions often exist between 

data sets (for example ATLAS 

and CMS top) and sometimes 

within datasets (ATLAS jet 

rapidity intervals)

 In the process of exploring 

these tensions and coming up 

with justified choice of data to 

use, and avoiding selection 

bias

as for example examining 

pulls on PDFs



CT17p: ATLAS, LHCb W,Z rapidity data

 Shown are LHCb 7 TeV: W,Z muon 

rapidity, LHCb 8 TeV Z(->ee) rapidity

 Unshifted data; outer error bars are with 

stat and syst errors added in quadrature; 

inner error bars are uncorrelated errors 

alone

 Major change is an increase in the strange 

quark distribution to that similar to CT10

with new data sets included

PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY



CT17p: ATLAS 7 TeV jet data

 Cannot get a good fit simultaneously 

to all rapidity bins: c2/DOF>2, even 

with weight 10 for combined jet data

outer error bars are with stat and 

syst errors added in quadrature; 

inner error bars are uncorrelated 

errors alone

 Individual rapidity bins can be fit 

better

 First 2 rapidity bins can be fit together 

reasonably ok (c2=102 for 60 data 

points with a Spartyness of 3.3; nb, 

no NNLO MC statistical error applied 

to this particular calculation)

 CMS 7 TeV jet data fit better, with the 

exception of the last rapidity bin

all data un-shifted

PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY



ATLAS jet data

 Full ATLAS 7 TeV rapidity range tends to want a larger gluon at x~0.3

 Not present with including only |y|<1.0

Note 

weights of

3 and 15
PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY



Some jet issues

 Basically only process included in 

NNLO PDF fits not (until now) at 

NNLO

 Scale dependence greatly 

reduced…but sizeable differences 

between pT
jet and pT

leadjet

 Which scale choice is preferable? 

Difference larger than the nominal 

factor of 2 variation

 Religious wars: my opinion is that 

since this is an inclusive calculation, 

you should use an inclusive scale

this is not a classical Monte 

Carlo

NB: ATLAS typically uses 

pT
leadjet, CMS pT

 Still studying whether PDF fit can be 

used to determine proper scale to 

use->other experiences?

Guidance/opinion from PDF4LHC WG?

I think all PDF fitters prefer pT. If PDF fits

all use a scale of pT, then this almost forces

the experiments to also use a scale of pT.

…speaking of scales



Cambridge workshop on Taming Unphysical Scales

 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h1WM_6

m-Y2MhShxi7glW87FFBuK0rpWeK9AIB3nn-

pE/edit?pref=2&pli=1 



Summary questions for workshop



Schwartz

Calculate at NLO; check at NNLO (where possible)



Inclusive jet production: Les Houches project

 We also need a better 

understanding of the impact of 

parton showers on the fixed order 

cross section

Sherpa MC@NLO seems to do a good job

in describing ATLAS data (but PDF dependent

statement)

Compare to fixed order with same PDF

resummation

scale uncertainties

seem small 

except at extremes

of phase space

(as expected)



Top distributions

 There are several distributions measured by ATLAS and CMS that have 

information on the high x gluon

mtT, ytT directly

yt,T, pT
tT indirectly

 Only one distribution should be used, unless a correlation model can be 

developed

which one? 

do they give the same answer? if not, do we understand why

 ATLAS and CMS have different trends; in this case, ATLAS, in general, 

favors harder gluon (than NNPDF3.0) at high x, CMS weaker gluon

 In general, the ATLAS and CMS top results can be in tension internally, and 

with each other (the latter more so in the case of normalized distributions 

where the experimental errors are smaller)

 If tension, then gluon PDF uncertainty may not decrease and may even 

increase

currently under investigation



Why are error bars

so discrepant? CMS

wins in our global fits

arXiv:1611.08609



PRELIMINARYPRELIMINARY

ATLAS tT data: test of ePump

 When ATLAS 8 TeV tT data added to the CT14 NNLO data set 

using the Hessian reweighting method, no significant change in the 

PDF uncertainty was noted [C.P. Yuan, 2017 EPS]

 There is a slightly reduction in the gluon PDF uncertainty at x~0.2

 NB: the outcome is strongly dependent on the tolerance: here 

Dc2=100 corrresponds to 90% CL



ATLAS tT distributions: in fit
vary weights in fit 

from 0 to 9

mtT wants harder 

gluon,ytT softer

gluon

mtT has c2 of 2.83/7 

for wt 0,

and 2.74/7 for

wt 1; ytT has

30.7/5 for wt 0 and 

21.8/5 for wt 1

mtT consistent

with other data in 

global fit

ytT in tension

with several

other data

sets, 

especially CDF jets

Add to CT14 with HERA 1+2 data added



For this afternoon’s discussion: how 

non-reliable are LO PDFs?

low x and high x for up

missing

ln(1-x) 

terms in

LO ME

missing ln(1/x)

terms in LO ME

everywhere for gluon

Differences between NLO and NNLO PDFs

typically much smaller. 



For most, but not all,

processes, NLO PDFs

lead to more physical

shape distributions with

LO predictions

My recommendation

has always been to go

with NLO PDFs



…meanwhile, the book


